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FROM DIRECTOR KEIRA FROMM

“It was as if I looked at our life, moving forward, and I felt as if nothing was going to change. We’d continue to spend our days together doing all the things we love to do. And we’d grow old together, looking at each other. That would have been the old story. The old gay story. The happy, then a little sad gay story. And it would have been wonderful. But also lonely. Can two people love each other and still feel lonely together?”

- Peter Parnell, *Dada Woof Papa Hot*

These sentiments are expressed toward the end of the play as the central couple finds themselves examining their relationship following their recent plunge into parenthood. Parenthood is changing their lives, how could it not?

It was 2015 when marriage equality passed. The Supreme Court ruling on same sex marriage was a watershed moment. Every gay man and woman who wanted their loving relationships validated got their wish. It was both the ultimate vindication and the ultimate curse. We were no longer outliers, perennially relegated to the outskirts of domestic life. Gay life has become normalized. But with normalization comes expectations. Your family expects you to get married; your friends are expecting you to have kids; your spouse expects that you want to be a parent. The general expectation that you suddenly understand enough to be a successful spouse, parent, and human is overwhelming. Especially after the years spent pushed to the periphery of society where you were told you weren’t good enough, not worthy enough to even dream of wanting to be married let alone be a parent. Insecurities abound. What happens if you’re a mediocre parent? What happens if you’re an abysmal failure of a parent? What happens if you don’t want to be a parent at all?

As a recently married gay person myself, I still struggle with feelings of worry and unworthiness. Not unlike the characters in this play, I’m never sure I’m doing anything quite right. I don’t know if I’m doing a good job as a spouse, an artist, or a human. And similarly, the fear of failure is omnipresent. Is there any more lonely a feeling than the fear of failure?
WHO’S WHO

Jos N. Banks (Scott) is a Chicago native actor, singer, costume designer & teaching artist. He is thrilled to celebrate his homecoming production with AFT, after touring globally for the past 15 months with Kinky Boots. National Tours: International (US, Canada, China, & Singapore) – Kinky Boots (Lola), North American / Canadian - Hair (Hud), The Color Purple (Harpo). Regional: Jesus Christ Superstar (Paramount Theatre), Smoky Joe’s Cafe (Drury Lane Theatre), Far From Heaven; The Scottsboro Boys (Porchlight Music Theatre), DDR Scottsboro Boys (Raven Theatre), Hairspray (Dutch Apple Diner Theatre), The Story of Curtis Mayfield; The Other Cinderella (Black Ensemble Theatre), Smoky Joe’s Cafe (Theo Ubique/ Royal George). Film: Fox 20th Centuries The Chicago Code; Rise Against’s music video “Make It Stop” (Lead). Jos is a multi-award winning artist having interned with Micheal Kors at Teen Vogue Magazine in NYC for his fashion designs and illustrations. Jos was also deemed WINNER of StageScene LA’s 2017/18 “Scenie” Award for “Break Out Performance in a Touring Production” as Lola in Kinky Boots & nominated Best Costume Designer for the 2012 & 2016 BTAA (Black Theater Alliance Awards). Jos would like to thank God, his family, & friends for their unconditional love and support. Representation: Paonessa Talent Agency. Be FEARLESS. Proverbs 3:5. www.FearlessJos.com // Follow Me: @JosNBanks

Shane Kenyon (Jason) is proud to make his About Face Theatre debut. He was recently seen in the role of Vince in Buried Child at Writers Theatre. Other Chicago credits include: Buzzer (Goodman Theatre); Where We’re Born, Hushabye, Betrayal, Sex With Strangers (Steppenwolf Theatre); The Who and The What (Victory Gardens); If There Is I Haven’t Found It Yet (Steep Theatre; Jeff Award - Best Supporting Actor); Shining City, The Seafarer (Jeff Award Winner – Best Ensemble); Shadow of a Gunman (Irish Theatre of Chicago); Things You Shouldn’t Say Past Midnight (Windy City Playhouse); Season on the Line (The House Theatre of Chicago); a world premiere adaptation co-written by Irvine Welsh of Trainspotting USA (Book & Lyrics); Big Love (Strawdog Theatre); Mary’s Wedding (Rivendell Theatre). Regional theatre credits include Romeo in Romeo & Juliet, Shakespeare in Love, and As You Like It at the Utah Shakespeare Festival; Hedda Gabler (Studio Theatre of D.C.); Hamlet, Romeo & Juliet, Macbeth, Midsummer Night’s Dream (Lakeside Shakespeare Theatre). TV/Film credits include: Chicago Med, Chicago Justice, Chicago PD, Empire, Mind Games, Chicago Code, along with multiple SAG independent films and commercials. He is proudly represented by Stewart Talent. Shane received his BFA in Theatre Performance from the Chicago College of Performing Arts at Roosevelt University. All his love to JMK & BRK.

Keith Kupferer (Michael) is a founding member of Rivendell Theatre Ensemble where he was most recently seen in their critically acclaimed, award-winning productions of The Cake and Cal in Camo, for which he was honored with a 2018 Jeff award for Supporting Actor. Other recent credits include Support Group for Men (Jeff nomination for Ensemble) at The Goodman Theatre; The Mystery of Love and Sex (Jeff Nomination for Supporting Actor), and Death of a Streetcar Named Virginia Wolf at Writers Theatre; The Qualms, Good People, and Middletown at Steppenwolf Theatre; the world premiere of The Humans at American Theater Company; God of Carnage, and the Passion Play at the Goodman Theatre; Hillary and Clinton, Never the Sinner, and...
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Appropriate at Victory Gardens Theater; Gypsy at Chicago Shakespeare Theater; The Legend of Georgia McBride at Northlight Theatre; Big Lake, Big City and Trust for Lookingglass Theatre. Film credits include the soon-to-be released Widows; Monuments; The Dilemma; Dark Knight; Public Enemies; The Express; Stranger Than Fiction; Road to Perdition; Finding Santa; Fred Klaus; The Last Rights of Joe May; and The Merry Gentleman directed by Michael Keaton. TV credits include The Chi; Proven Innocent; Better Call Saul; Empire; Chicago P.D.; Betrayal; Crisis; Chicago Fire; and Detroit 187.

LILY MOJEKWU (Serena) is delighted to be making her About Face Theatre debut. She just appeared as Mrs. Cratchit in A Christmas Carol at Goodman (where she also appeared in Objects in the Mirror). Other Chicago credits include work with Lookingglass, Chicago Shakespeare, Steppenwolf, Northlight and Rivendell among others. Regional credits include six seasons with Lakeside Shakespeare Theatre. Television credits include: I Love Dick (Amazon TV), Chicago Fire (NBC), Chicago Med (NBC) Mind Games (ABC) the web series Brown Girls (browngirlswebseries.com) and the season 2 opener of The Chi (Showtime). Recent film credits include Widows, Princess Cyd, Rogers Park, and the upcoming Saint Frances.

BRUCH REED (Alan) is grateful and excited to return to About Face Theatre, with which he has previously appeared in Dancer from the Dance, Xena: LIVE!, My Fair Lady and The Flowers. Mr. Reed originated roles in inaugural productions of John Cariani’s last three scripts: Cul De Sac (HalfMoon Theatre, Poughkeepsie, NY), Love/Sick (TheatreWorks of Hartford, CT, awarded Best Ensemble by Connecticut Critics Circle), and Last Gas (Opera House Arts of Stonington, ME). Off-Broadway credits include the world premieres of Michael Boothroyd’s Women and Children First at Paradise Factory and Vincent Sessa’s Body of Words with Theater for the New City, Lombardi with Harbor Lights Theater, Shaw’s St. Joan with Gingold Theatrical Group and Light Up The Sky with Peccadillo Theater. Other regional credits include the original musical Sundown Town with TheatreSquared in Fayetteville, AR. Mr. Reed has worked as an actor in Chicago for over 20 years with such companies as Mary Arrchie, Goodman, Steppenwolf, Northlight, Court, Theatre Wit, Remy Bumppo, Writers Theatre, Chicago Dramatists, Steep, ShawChicago, Illinois Shakespeare Festival, CCPA, European Repertory, Defiant, Roadworks, Famous Door, greasy joan & co., Shakespeare’s Motley Crew and Red Hen Productions. In 2013, he had the honor of directing the incomparable Tandy Cronyn at the Clarence Brown Theatre in Knoxville, TN in the one-woman show The Tall Boy by Simon Bent, which was remounted for the 2015 United Solo Festival, winning the Best Adaptation Award. Special thanks to the stellar Paonessa team for taking me on and getting me out. Proud member of Actors’ Equity Association since 2002.

BENJAMIN SPRUNGER (Rob) - Dada Woof Papa Hot is Ben’s ninth production with About Face Theatre where he also serves as Director of Institutional Giving. Other theatre credits include: Music Theater Works, Raven, House, Northlight, 16th Street, Goodman, Victory Gardens, TimeLine, Steppenwolf, Strawdog, Griffin (2011 Jeff nomination, Actor in a Principal Role - Musical), Steep, Haven, CityLit, Mark Taper Forum, and Pasadena Playhouse. Television credits: Chicago Fire, The Red Line, Will & Grace, and Passions.
**RACHEL SULLIVAN** (Julia) is proud to be making her About Face debut with *Dada Woof Papa Hot*. Last seen in Chicago in *Ideation* with Jackalope Theatre. Television and Film credits include *The Chi, Chicago Fire, Soul Sessions,* and *Bird of Prey.* She wants to thank her husband, Taylor, for his undying support and love, and her children, Max, Madge, and Henry for making her role as Mom her greatest resume credit ever. Rachel is represented by Gray Talent Group.

**EUSTACE ALLEN** (Alan u/s) is an actor, writer, and voice-over artist. He is the co-host of the popular drag-commentary podcast, *DragCenter.* His film credits include *Into the Wake* and *Love Songs.* Last season, he was seen on *Chicago Fire* and will be featured in the upcoming tv show *Fear of Missing Out* on the Vibrant Network. Eustace has performed locally with Eclipse Theatre and The Artistic Home.

**DARREN HILL** (Rob & Michael u/s) is humbled to be a part of *Dada Woof Papa Hot.* Last summer he walked the Camino de Santiago, a 500-mile pilgrimage which took 35 days during which Darren performed the one-man play *Underneath the Lintel* 26 times! Darren has worked with Drury Lane, Trap Door Theatre, Facility Theatre, Theatre Y, Northlight, Steppenwolf, Emerald City, Theo Ubique, Remy Bumppo, Steep, and Raven Theatre.

**JAMES LEE** (Scott & Jason u/s) is grateful to be a part of About Face Theatre with this production. Credits include working at the Paramount Theatre, Drury Lane Oakbrook, Marriott Lincolnshire, and Lyric Opera of Chicago. James Lee was also seen in the Las Vegas sit-down production of *Mamma Mia!* He teaches at Black Box Acting Studio, and is a School at Steppenwolf and Cincinnati CCM grad. Love to Dad and to Laura.

**ALEXIS RANDOLPH** (Serena & Julia u/s) is excited to be understudying again with About Face Theatre. Past performance credits include: *Fear and Misery of the Third Reich* (Haven), *Much Ado About Nothing* (Muse of Fire), *Henry V* (Babes with Blades), *As You Like It* (Midsommer Flight), *A Midsummer Night’s Dream* (Two Pence Theatre Company), *Romulus* (Oracle), *The Hunting of the Snark* and *Best Beloved: Just So Stories* (Forks and Hope at Strawdog). Past understudy credits include: *Koalas* (16th Street), *Bull in a China Shop* (About Face Theatre) and *In a Word* (Strawdog Theatre). She is a company member with Babes with Blades and Forks and Hope.

**KEIRA FROMM** (Director) is a Jeff Award-nominated director, casting director, and teacher based in Chicago. Some favorite recent directing credits include: *Bull in a China Shop* (About Face Theatre), *hang* (Remy Bumppo), *Significant Other* (About Face Theatre), *A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Gynecologic Oncology Unit at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center of New York City* (Route 66 Theatre Company), *Bright Half Life* (About Face Theatre), *The Columnist* (American Blues Theater), *How the World
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Began (Rivendell Theatre Ensemble), A Kid Like Jake (About Face), Luce (Next Theatre), Charles Ives Take Me Home (Strawdog), The How and the Why (TimeLine Theatre), Broadsword (Gift Theatre), and Fallow (Steep Theatre). Keira is a proud Artistic Associate with About Face Theatre. She received her MFA from DePaul University, her BFA from Boston University, is an alumna of the Lincoln Center Theater Directors Lab, and is a member of SDC: the professional directors’ union. Keira is a frequent guest director at DePaul, as well as Roosevelt University.

PETER PARNELL (Playwright)’s plays, including Sorrows of Stephen, The Rise and Rise of Daniel Rocket, Romance Language, Hyde in Hollywood, Flaubert’s Latest, and An Imaginary Life, have been produced by the Public Theater, Playwrights Horizons, the Mark Taper Forum, the Seattle Rep Theatre, the Old Globe and Center Stage in Baltimore, among others. His two-part stage adaptation of John Irving’s The Cider House Rules won the American Theatre Critics Association Award, Ovation Awards, Joseph Jefferson Awards, and Drama League nominations, and was produced at the Seattle Rep, the Taper, Trinity Repertory, and the Atlantic Theatre Company in New York. His play QED was produced at the Taper and then on Broadway at Lincoln Center’s Vivian Beaumont Theatre. For television, he was a co-producer for The West Wing (NBC; two Emmy Award Citations, two Humanitas Awards), producer for The Guardian (CBS, GLAAD episode nomination), and Inconceivable (NBC). He has written television pilots for ABC and Fox. He has served on the Literary Award Committee in Playwriting for PEN, and been the recipient of Guggenheim, Ingram Merrill, NEA, and Fund for New American Plays grants. He has taught playwriting at Dartmouth and at the New School, and television writing in the Columbia University Film Division. His children’s book, And Tango Makes Three, co-authored with Justin Richardson, was published by Simon & Schuster in 2005, and is an ALA Notable Book, a Henry Bergh Award winner, and was nominated for a LAMBDA Literary Award as best children’s book of the year.

LAUREN KATZ (Assistant Director) Lauren is a freelance director, dramaturg, and teaching artist, and is thrilled to be back at About Face Theatre for Dada Woof Papa Hot. She served as the Artistic Apprentice at Steppenwolf Theatre Company for their 2016/2017 season, and is currently a fellow in the 2018/2019 Directors Inclusion Initiative at Victory Gardens Theater. Recent Chicago projects include: Indecent (Victory Gardens Theater), Caroline, or Change (Firebrand Theatre/TimeLine Theatre), Women Laughing Alone with Salad (Theater Wit), The Crucible and Hir (Steppenwolf Theatre), Bull in a China Shop, Significant Other and Bright Half Life (Theater Wit/About Face Theatre), and Apartment 3a (Windy City Playhouse). As a teaching artist, Lauren works with Lookingglass Theatre and Mudlark Theatre.

DANA M. NESTRICK (Production Stage Manager) About Face Theatre – Time is on Our Side, after all the terrible things I do, Kid Like Jake; Remy Bumppo Theater – Frankenstein, Puff: Believe it or Not, Pygmalion; American Blues Theater – Little Shop of Horrors, Hank Williams: Lost Highway (Jeff Award), I Do! I Do!, The Dark at the Top of the Stairs; Theater Wit – the (curious case of) The Watson Intelligence, Santaland Diaries (’09–’11&’15), Mr. Burns (sub-SM), THIS; Writers Theatre – Port Authority, The Overcoat (workshop), A Minister’s Wife (workshops & extension run); Goodman Theatre – World Premier: Teddy Ferrara, New Stages: World of Extreme Happiness, Romance, Binky Rudich or the Revenge of the Space Pandas, Mamet Festival; Teatro Vista – Mamma’z Boyz, Our Lady of the Underpass; American Theatre Company –
The Big Meal (Best Ensemble Jeff Award), Welcome to Arroyos’, Speech & Debate; The Provincetown Repertory – The Mystery of Irma Vep; Hartford Stage – Topdog/Underdog, A Christmas Carol (’02-’05), Metamorphoses, The Mystery of Irma Vep, Tennessee William’s Eight by Tenn, Trip to Bountiful, Much Ado About Nothing, Constant Star, World Premier of Tea at Five starring Kate Mulgrew. Dana is also a costume craft artisan, currently working at Steppenwolf Theatre.

AMANDA LOCH (Assistant Stage Manager) Since moving to Chicago in January 2018, Amanda has worked with Remy Bumppo and The New Colony. This is her first production with About Face Theatre, and she is grateful to have been a part of this process.

CATHERINE ALLEN (Production Manager) is thrilled to continue her work with About Face Theatre, where she previously production managed This Bitter Earth, Bull in a China Shop, Time Is On Our Side, and Significant Other. Other production management credits include work with Steep Theatre where she is an Artistic Associate, Rivendell Theatre Ensemble, Griffin Theatre, Route 66, Congo Square, Oak Park Festival Theatre, Pegasus Theatre Chicago, Haven Theatre, and many circuses with Actors Gymnasium where she is the staff Production Manager. She is a graduate of the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, where she received a BFA in Acting.

WILLIAM BOLES (Scenic Designer) is thrilled to be returning to AFT after designing The Pride, The Secretaries, Bright Half Life, and Bull in a China Shop. Chicago credits include: Goodman Theatre, Steppenwolf Theatre Company, Second City, Lyric Opera, Victory Gardens Theater, TimeLine, A Red Orchid Theatre, American Theater Company, Chicago Opera Theater, Chicago Children’s Theatre, Sideshow Theatre Company and First Floor Theatre, amongst others. Regional: Kirk Douglas, Huntington Theatre Company, Children’s Theatre Company, Wolf Trap Opera, Minnesota Opera, Milwaukee Rep, Pig Iron and Cincinnati Opera. Williambolesdesign.com

CLAIRE CHRZAN (Lighting Designer) is excited to collaborate with About Face after working on Bull in a China Shop last season. Other credits include: Evening at the Talk House, The Mutilated and The Room (A Red Orchid); We’re Gonna Die, Fear and Misery of the Third Reich (Haven Theatre); Suddenly Last Summer (Raven Theatre); No Blue Memories, The Magic City, and End of TV (Manual Cinema); The? Unicorn? Hour?, Saturn Returns, (The Neo-Futurists); The Distance, We’re Gonna Die (Haven Theatre); Caught (Sideshow Theatre Company); After Miss Julie, The Night Season (Strawdog Theatre Company); Peerless (First Floor Theater); Pinocchio (Neverbird at Chicago Children’s Theatre).

NOËL HUNTZINGER (Costume Designer) is excited to return to About Face where she designed Significant Other last season. Noël is a resident artist at Filament Theatre where she has called home and has for the last seven years. Recent Filament design credits include The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane and Snow Queen. Noël is an artistic associate at Sideshow Theatre Company and has worked extensively with Interrobang Theatre Ensemble. Other favorite spots she has designed include: Goodman Theatre, Chicago Lyric Opera Unlimited, Boise Contemporary Theatre, Pride Arts Theatre, A-Squared, Muse of Fire, Shattered Globe Theatre, and Collective Theatre Ensemble. In addition to theater, she has designed pieces for choreographers Ginny Sykes, Wendy Clinard, The George Balanchine Trust, and The Antony Tudor Trust. Film design credits include Olympia and Cliff. Noël is a graduate of Oklahoma University. See more of her work at www.noelhuntzinger.com
JAMIE KARAS (Properties Designer) is excited to be working on Dada Woof Papa Hot! In Chicago she has worked on The Hero’s Wife (16th Street Theater); Bull in a China Shop (About Face Theatre); Innovation Nation Live! (Griffin Theatre); Girl Found (Idle Muse); Flies! The Musical (Pride Films and Plays); Footloose, The Aristocat Kids, Legally Blonde Jr, and Seussical the Musical (Wilmette Park District); Le Puff, Or Believe it or Not and Born Yesterday (Remy Bumppo); Wolf At The End Of The Block and In The Time Of The Butterflies (Teatro Vista); Becky Shaw, Bootycandy, Apartment 3A, This, and Explorer’s Club (Windy City Playhouse); Tall Girls (Shattered Globe); We’re Gonna Be Okay, Welcome to Jesus, and Men On Boats (American Theater Company); Nutcracker, and Death And Harry Houdini (House Theatre of Chicago); Get It All Back (Sideshow Theatre); The Invisible Hand, Bobbie Clearly, and The Cheats (Steep Theatre); Into the Woods, Anything Goes, Gypsy, Peter Pan, and Mame (Music Theater Works) and many others. She is also the current Prop Shop Supervisor at Loyola University of Chicago.

CHRISTOPHER KRIZ (Original Music and Sound Designer) is an award-winning composer and sound designer based in Chicago. Winner of 4 Joseph Jefferson Awards with a total of 18 nominations, Kriz’s recent About Face designs include Time Is On Our Side, Significant Other, Bright Half Life, The Temperamentals, and A Kid Like Jake. Some selected Chicago credits: The Santaland Diaries, The Magic Play, Carlyle (Goodman Theatre), Constellations, Monster (Steppenwolf Theatre), Red Velvet (Chicago Shakespeare), Savior (Chicago Symphony Orchestra), Frankenstein, Hang, Born Yesterday (Remy Bumppo), Mary’s Wedding, Shrew’d!, Silent Sky, and Captain Blood (First Folio Theatre), Roz and Ray, Hand To God, The House That Will Not Stand (Victory Gardens Theater), Paradise Blue, Sunset Baby (TimeLine Theatre), Cosmologies, Pilgrims, A Life Extra Ordinary, Good For Otto (The Gift Theatre) and The Columnist (American Blues Theater). Some recent regional credits: Roz and Ray (Seattle Repertory Theatre), Sticky Traps (Kansas City Repertory Theatre) and many summer seasons at Peninsula Players. Kriz is a proud member of United Scenic Artists 829. To hear more of his work, please visit christopherkriz.com.

SASHA SMITH (Intimacy Designer) is a Chicago-based actor and violence and intimacy choreographer. Recent choreography credits include Familiar (Steppenwolf), You Got Older (Steppenwolf), Smart People (Writers Theatre), Bull in a China Shop (About Face), Fear and Misery of the Third Reich (Haven Theatre), The Toilet (Haven Theatre), A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To The Gynecologic Oncology Unit At Sloan-Kettering Memorial Cancer Center Of New York City (Route 66), Ideation (Jackalope), Octagon (Jackalope). She is a proud company member of Steep Theatre and a graduate of Columbia College Chicago. She is represented by Shirley Hamilton Talent.

VAHISHTA VAFADARI (Dialect Coach) is so happy to work with About Face for the first time! In Chicago she has served as Dialect Coach on Vietgone at Writers, Frankenstein at Remy Bumppo, and the Assistant Dialect Coach on Mansfield Park with Northlight Theatre, Blind Date at The Goodman as well as hang with Remy Bumppo, and Great Expectations with Silk Road/Remy Bumppo. She is also an actor with Gray Talent Group and holds an MFA in Acting from the Theatre School at DePaul University. Thank you to Eva Breneman for her mentorship and friendship. vahishtavafadari.com
**RAPHAEL GRIMES** (Master Electrician) is a local Master Electrician, programmer, and occasional lighting designer and is excited to have the chance to work with About Face again after having Master Electricianed *Bull in a China Shop* in 2018. Other favorite productions include *Fantastic Mr. Fox* (Emerald City), Chicago Shakespeare’s 2018 Summer Parks tour, *And Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner* (Court Theatre). Other shows include credits with Victory Gardens, Lookingglass Theatre Company, and City Lit Theatre.

**ALEX HAND** (Technical Director) is excited to be working with About Face Theatre and the crew of *Dada Woof Papa Hot*. A company member of Jackalope Theatre since 2012, Alex has been a TD on and off over the past 4 years. Alex will soon be moving to Georgia to be the Assistant TD for Serenbe Theater.

**AUDEN GRANGER** (Wardrobe Crew) Born and raised in Arizona, Auden received their stagecraft education at Arizona School for the Arts. After moving to Chicago last November, they’ve continued their freelance theatre work in props, costumes/wardrobe, and run crew with companies and venues around the city, including Albany Park Theater Project (wardrobe), Eclectic Full Contact Theatre (props design), and the Vittum (event supervision). Auden would like to thank Annalise Voci for connecting them with this opportunity.

**MEGAN CARNEY** (Artistic Director) is a director and playwright. Recent Chicago directing credits include *Time is on Our Side* (About Face), *Winter, Grizzly Mama*, Danielle Pinnock’s *Body/Courage*, *American Wee Pie and The Walls* (Rivendell). Megan has written several plays based on true stories including *Women at War* (Rivendell), *Open Systems: 5 Years After Hurricane Katrina* (Goodman Theatre), *Let Them Eat Cake*, (Dixon Place), and eight years of ensemble based plays with About Face Youth Theatre. Carney’s work has been recognized with multiple After Dark Awards, the GLSEN Pathfinder Award, an APA Presidential Citation, induction in Chicago’s LGBT Hall of Fame, and a Rockefeller Foundation MAP Grant. Megan served as the Director of the Gender and Sexuality Center at the University of Illinois at Chicago where she developed public arts-based programs. She is a certified mediator with the Center for Conflict Resolution and earned a Master of Fine Arts in Theatre with a focus on Directing and Public Dialogue from Virginia Tech.

**SPECIAL THANKS TO JACKALOPE THEATRE, KATHLEEN & EVAN CALIENTO, AND THE LEAGUE OF CHICAGO THEATRES.**
At Theater Wit
We are a theater company within a building, within a community, within a world.

As a production company, Theater Wit’s mission is to be the premier “smart art” theater in Chicago by producing humorous, challenging, and intelligent plays that speak with a contemporary theatrical voice.

As an institution, Theater Wit seeks to be the hub of the Chicago neighborhood theater scene. In our three spaces, we bring together Chicago’s best storefront theater companies. Here you will find a smorgasbord of excellent productions, see the work of a parade of talented artists, and mingle with audiences from all over Chicago.

In the Middle of a Community
Everyone here: folks in the audience... the person who handed you this program... somewhere on or off the stage there are actors... if you look up in the corner you might get a glimpse of the stage manager in the booth... We’re all in this room for the same reason: to be a part of this shared experience. No matter who they are or where they come from; no matter if they are complete strangers or familiar faces; no matter how different the age, the race, or the walk of life; after this performance, you will have something in common. So, strike up a conversation in the lobby, introduce yourself to someone new. Meet our staff, shake hands with an actor, get a drink from our bar. We’re all in this together.

Part of the Chicago Scene
Theater is part of the Chicago experience. Each year, over 200 theaters present thousands of shows to Chicago’s loyal and enthusiastic theater-going audience. Chicago’s theater community is recognized around the world for its talent, its innovation and its power to entertain and enlighten. If Tony awards were sports championships, our artists would beat out the combined efforts of Michael Jordan, Bobby Hull, Jim McMahon, Jermaine Dye, and the entire Chicago Cubs roster going back 100 years. This stage is a Chicago stage, contributing to the vibrant artistic life of our city and the economic development of our neighborhood. Very few cities on the planet offer the theatrical richness and diversity of Chicago. But you get to share in it. Because you are here.
You are Here

Theater Wit Membership
$29/month

Any Time
Any Show
As Often As You Like

See any play in our building, any time, as often as you like for one flat monthly fee.

Reserve a ticket for any production in our facility. Do it in advance or just drop by on impulse.

Free ticket exchanges and replacement tickets.

Attend as many different shows as you want each month. Come once, twice or five times a week at no additional charge.

No initiation or startup fee, but members must agree to a three-month minimum.

Twice a year, bring a friend for free.

Great deals at local businesses!

Giordano’s • The Bagel • Cheesies • Chicago Bagel Authority • Crisp • Looseleaf Lounge • Matilda’s Wine Styles • Something Old, Something New • Accelerated Rehabilitation Centers • Around The World Tobacco • Suburban Secrets • Witt’s • Bourgeois Pig Cafe

FlexPass
10 tickets for $225

• See anything in the building at a dramatically reduced price.
• See 10 shows, go on 5 dates, or just bring your 9 closest friends with you to one show.
• After ordering, you get a card in the mail within a week with your Flexpass code which can be used online, over the phone or at the box office
E-NEWS

Stay up to date on all the happenings at Theater Wit. Sign up for our e-newsletter. Get the latest info on show openings and schedules; eavesdrop on production gossip and artistic plans; see behind-the-scenes photos.

- Get a free piece of chocolate when you fill out a mailing list insert and give to any bartender, usher or house manager.
- Sign up online at theaterwit.org/join
- Mailings twice per month. We don’t deluge you with messages and we don’t sell your name to other lists.

Facebook: facebook.com/theaterwit

DONATE

Theater Wit is a 501(c)(3) organization. Your tax-deductible donation supports Theater Wit and supports this building in its role an artistic home for Chicago’s best storefront theaters.

- Donate online at theaterwit.org/donate
- Make an instant donation at the box office, the bar, or with our house manager.
- Donate your time and talents! Theater Wit welcomes volunteers for office work, community outreach, building improvements and special events.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cocktail Name</th>
<th>Ingredients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BELMONT RED LIME</strong></td>
<td>Belvedere Citrus Vodka, Rose’s Lime, Rose’s Grenadine, Fresh Squeezed Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE SURLY SHIRLEY</strong></td>
<td>Belvedere Citrus Vodka, Rouge Cherry Liqueur, Rose’s Lime Juice, Seltzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BIBI, VIDI, VICI</strong></td>
<td>Mezcales de Leyenda Guerrero, Blaum Bros Hellfyre, Koval Ginger, Fresh Lemon, Cinnamon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LELE LEMON</strong></td>
<td>1921 Silver Tequila, Sparkling Limonata, Combier Triple Sec, Blaum Bros. Hellfyre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LUSE CANNON</strong></td>
<td>Blaum Bros Hellfyre, Sparkling Pompelmo, Rose’s Lime, Vermut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JEREMY’S LAST WORD</strong></td>
<td>North Shore #6 Gin, Chartreuse, Drambuie, Fresh Lime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SLINGS &amp; ARROWS</strong></td>
<td>Koval Oat Whiskey, Koval Ginger, Sparkling Limonata, Fresh Squeezed Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EAU DE CLARE</strong></td>
<td>North Shore #6 Gin, Cava, Fresh Lime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEAVY SUNSHINE</strong></td>
<td>Amaro, Koval Ginger, Orange Juice, Orange Bitters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REBECCA’S FLORAPOLITAN</strong></td>
<td>Belvedere Citrus Vodka, Combier Triple Sec, Sparkling Aranciata Rossa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CIRUS SUNRISE</strong></td>
<td>1921 Silver Tequila, Rouge Cherry Liqueur, Sparkling Clementine, Rose’s Lime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WICKED JAIQUIRI</strong></td>
<td>Shipwreck Spiced Rum, Combier Triple Sec, Fresh Lime, Pineapple Juice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Libations or concessions purchased at the bar are always allowed in the theater.
ABOUT FACE THEATRE STAFF

Artistic Director MEGAN CARNEY
Managing Director ALANA PARVEY ZALAS
Director of Institutional Giving BENJAMIN SPRUNGER
Director of Individual and Major Giving & Special Events DYLAN TOROPOV
Associate Director of Outreach and Engagement MIA VIVENS
Associate Director of About Face Youth Theatre DONNY ACOSTA
Marketing Coordinator WILL ROGERS
Public Relations DAVID ROSENBERG
Education Associate AMY SHEAHAN
Communications Coordinator MATT SCHUTZ
Company Management Intern BENJAMIN REZKO
Development Intern ALYSSA COKINIS

Denotes About Face Theatre Artistic Associate

ARTISTIC ASSOCIATES

Patrick Andrews, William Boles, Scott Bradley, Precious Davis, Philip Dawkins, Scott Duff, Scott Ferguson, John Francisco, Keira Fromm, Sarah Gubbins, David Hyman, Bob Kuhn, Elizabeth Ledo, Kelli Simpkins, Arturo Soria, Benjamin Sprunger, Daniel Stermer, Paul Oakley Stovall, Mieka van der Ploeg, Alex Weisman

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Becky Huinker, President
Aaron Kacel, Vice President
Derek Blin, Treasurer
Ophelia Harkness, Secretary
Simon Chavez

Maxwell Koziol
Jimbo Pestano
Geoff Robinson
Stephanie Jensen, Board Fellow
Pavlina Plasilova, Board Fellow

HONORARY BOARD

Rob Abernathy
Jim Andrews
Pat Ewert

Ted Grady
William W. Greaves
Chris Landgraff

Michael Leppen
Dwight A. McBride
William J. Michel

Mary Morten
Mike Sullivan
Denis Weil

ABOUT FACE THEATRE creates exceptional, innovative, and adventurous theatre and educational programming that advances the national dialogue on sexual and gender identity, and challenges and entertains audiences in Chicago and beyond.
# ABOUT FACE THEATRE DONORS

The donor listing reflects from 12/19/17 - 12/19/18.

## AFT FOUNDERS SOCIETY

With a generous annual contribution or monthly gift totaling $1,000 or more in a year, Founders Society members support today’s LGBTQIA artists creating About Face Theatre’s mainstage performances as well as tomorrow’s leaders with AFT’s youth and outreach ensembles.

| $20,000+ | Becky Huinker  
| Michael Leppen  |
| $19,999–$10,000 | Erik Burns and Benjamin Sprunger  
| Nan Schaffer and Karen Dixon  |
| $9,999–$5,000 | Jonathan Abarbanel  
| Rob Abernathy and Peter Vamvakas  
| Derek Blin  
| Simon Chavez  
| Michal Eskayo  
| Gary Gephart  
| Aaron Kacel  
| Maxwell W. Koziol and Justin E. Runquist  
| Robert McCamant  
| Bill Michel and Mark Botelho  
| Mitchell Family Foundation  
| Dr. Charles Rhee  
| Geoff Robinson and Emily Bergstrom  |
| $4,999–$1,000 | Anonymous  
| Geoffrey A. Anderson  
| Jim Andrews and Rich Cohrs  
| Jim Bennett  
| Philip Burgess and Jim Nutter  
| Ryan Burns and Justin Kesselring  
| Kathleen and Evan Caliento  
| Megan Carney  
| Victoria and Ed Carney  
| Judge Tom Chiola (Retired)  
| Kenneth Creech  
| Christopher Dionesotes and Sam Portaro  
| Eileen Dordek and Chris Landgraf  
| Pat Ewert and Susan Blake  
| Julia Fabris McBride  
| Brent Fisher and Jim Rinnert  
| Dr. Wayne Franklin  
| Ted Grady and Ross Slotten  |
| $2,000 | Michael Halberstam and Jack Segal  
| Jason Held and John Sanders  
| John Kander  
| Elizabeth Kimball  
| Anna Larsen  
| David Maier  
| Daniel and Anita Mauro  
| Dr. Dwight McBride  
| John Morse and Wesley Broquard  
| Timothy O’Keefe  
| Edward Potoczek  
| Anthony Priore  
| Anthony Ruth  
| Paul Semper and Eric Medina  
| The Shapiro Grynsztejn Family Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation  
| Coco Soodek and Roxanne Saylor  
| Stephen Lowell Swanberg  
| Richard Sypniewski  
| Heather Vickery  
| Paul Winberg and Bruce Czuchna  |

## AFT SUSTAINERS CIRCLE

About Face Theatre would like to thank the Sustainers Circle, a community of donors who pledge a recurring monthly or quarterly donation in support of the theatre and its mission to advance the national dialogue on sexual and gender identity.

| $500 | Jim Andrews & Rich Cohrs  
| Megan Carney  
| Victoria & Edmund Carney  
| Tom Chiola  
| Kenneth Creech  
| Pat Ewert & Susan Blake  
| Brent Fisher  
| Wayne Franklin  |
| $50 | Howard Heyman & Bill Chamberlain  
| Amy Hutchison in Honor of Megan Carney  
| Lynne Inman  
| Chase Kimball  
| Anita Mauro  
| Dr. Dwight McBride  
| Bill Michel  |
| $25 | Michael Halberstam and Jack Segal  
| Jason Held and John Sanders  
| John Kander  
| Elizabeth Kimball  
| Anna Larsen  
| David Maier  
| Daniel and Anita Mauro  
| Dr. Dwight McBride  
| John Morse and Wesley Broquard  
| Timothy O’Keefe  
| Edward Potoczek  
| Anthony Priore  
| Anthony Ruth  
| Paul Semper and Eric Medina  
| The Shapiro Grynsztejn Family Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation  
| Coco Soodek and Roxanne Saylor  
| Stephen Lowell Swanberg  
| Richard Sypniewski  
| Heather Vickery  
| Paul Winberg and Bruce Czuchna  |

| $20 | Howard Heyman & Bill Chamberlain  
| Amy Hutchison in Honor of Megan Carney  
| Lynne Inman  
| Chase Kimball  
| Anita Mauro  
| Dr. Dwight McBride  
| Bill Michel  |
| $10 | Howard Heyman & Bill Chamberlain  
| Amy Hutchison in Honor of Megan Carney  
| Lynne Inman  
| Chase Kimball  
| Anita Mauro  
| Dr. Dwight McBride  
| Bill Michel  |

| $5 | Howard Heyman & Bill Chamberlain  
| Amy Hutchison in Honor of Megan Carney  
| Lynne Inman  
| Chase Kimball  
| Anita Mauro  
| Dr. Dwight McBride  
| Bill Michel  |

| $1 | Howard Heyman & Bill Chamberlain  
| Amy Hutchison in Honor of Megan Carney  
| Lynne Inman  
| Chase Kimball  
| Anita Mauro  
| Dr. Dwight McBride  
| Bill Michel  |

| $0.50 | Howard Heyman & Bill Chamberlain  
| Amy Hutchison in Honor of Megan Carney  
| Lynne Inman  
| Chase Kimball  
| Anita Mauro  
| Dr. Dwight McBride  
| Bill Michel  |

| $0.25 | Howard Heyman & Bill Chamberlain  
| Amy Hutchison in Honor of Megan Carney  
| Lynne Inman  
| Chase Kimball  
| Anita Mauro  
| Dr. Dwight McBride  
| Bill Michel  |

| $0.10 | Howard Heyman & Bill Chamberlain  
| Amy Hutchison in Honor of Megan Carney  
| Lynne Inman  
| Chase Kimball  
| Anita Mauro  
| Dr. Dwight McBride  
| Bill Michel  |

| $0.05 | Howard Heyman & Bill Chamberlain  
| Amy Hutchison in Honor of Megan Carney  
| Lynne Inman  
| Chase Kimball  
| Anita Mauro  
| Dr. Dwight McBride  
| Bill Michel  |

| $0.02 | Howard Heyman & Bill Chamberlain  
| Amy Hutchison in Honor of Megan Carney  
| Lynne Inman  
| Chase Kimball  
| Anita Mauro  
| Dr. Dwight McBride  
| Bill Michel  |
Dylan Toropov
Mary Toropov
Moises Villada

$999-$500
Anonymous
Michael J. Alexa
Cheryl Lynn Bruce and
Kerry Marshall
Zena Burns
Bill Chamberlain and
Howard Heyman
Victor L. Corder
Darwin B. Corrin
Ed Dawkins II
Greta Ferkel
Prof. James A. Glazier and
James Ferguson
Kevin & Alex Gregory-Perez
Em Hall
Kierstin Hays
Jordan Heinz
Britton Iverson
Patricia Kane and Kim
Osgood
Drew and Anne Kent
Kris Knaak
Hal Kugeler and Edward
Flood
Zachary LaMaster
Gary Metzner
Steve Monaghan
Mark Pellegrino
Clark Pellett and Robert
Kohl
Robert Riesman and
Rachel Kaplan
Chris Schmidt
Roche Schuler and Mary
Beth Fisher
Mike Sullivan and Mark
Robertson
Willa Taylor
Doug Wright
Alana Zalas

Edson N. Burton Jr.
Greg Cameron and Greg
Thompson
Anthony D’Amato
Steve Davis and Eddie
Rothermel
Philip E Dawkins
Anonymous
Toby Eveland and Brian
Johnson
Don Frey
John Gallagher and Tod
Tappert
Joe Griffith
Jeffrey Hamm and Brian
Elmore
Kathryn Hanley
Steven Haught and Robert
Stoner
Fred Hill
Steve Scott and Theodor
Hoerl
Peggy and Bill Horan
Amy Hutchison
Lynne Inman
Jack L Kiburz
Chase Kimball
Ronald Klimek
Jean Klingenstein
Maria Kronfeld
Rob Lindley
Kevin McGirr
John McLees
Colleen Miloni
Tony Miner
Mary Morten
John Newton
Kara Obergfell
Marla and Dick Parvey
Patrick Priore
Jerry Profitt
Ellen Jordan Reidy
Richard H. Shoemaker and
James E. Ruud
Victor Salvo
Norman Sandfield
Curt Schade
David Schoon
John Schwartz
Kathryn Seifert
Timothy Sherck
RJ Silva
Mike Silvgagi
Thomas Sinkovic
Brad Suster and Tom
Hernandez
Ruthann Szentze - Carve
Systems

Ronald Thomas
Dylan Toropov
Jena Valdetero
Roland Veit
Andrew Volkoff
Patti Wetzel
Ann Whitney
Raymond Wohl
Brian Woodworth

$249-$100
Anonymous (x29)
Susan and James Annable
Sonia Arroyave and Nina
Fernandez
Rebecca and Wade Bacon
Peggy Bagley and Rabbi
Douglas Goldhamer
Peter Baranowski
John K. Barry and Daniel
Otto
Roger Bialcik
Geoff and Jon Altizer-
Bieger
Anna Blackburn
Thomas Blaser
Pandora and Mark Brewer
Frances Felske and
Graham Bridgeman
Daniel Brownell
Blue Paulson
Tim Brynda
Alexandra Buck
Rosa M. Cabrera
John Callen
Shanta Cardiel
Paul Cary
Randall Chism
David Ciepluch
Ruth Clark
Stefanie Clark
Ben and Frances Collins-
Sussman
Jayne Colwill
William Dalbec
John Dally and Todd
Young
Aaron Denk
Aaron Denison
Andrea Densham
Patricia Detrie
Peter Diamond
Kenneth East and Timothy
Thurlow
Dr. James Embrescia
Edward Fajardo
Janet Ferguson

$499-$250
Anonymous (x8)
Daniel Acosta and Robert
Book
Rev. David P. Aslesen
Chris Baer and Matt
Greenberg
Galen V. Bodenhausen
Helen Mara Burns
Bill and Sarah Burns

ABOUT FACE THEATRE
Daniel Frett and Jacqueline Kurcz-Frett
Francesca Gaiba
Nicholas Giampietro
Michael Glick and Joseph Wickliff
Steven Glickman
Ethel and Bill Gofen
Randall Grant
Ann-Louise Haak
William C. Haddad
Travis Hahler
William Bergfalk and Roland Hansen
Christopher W. Harnack
Roderick Hawkins
Kip Helverson
Linda Heying
Greg Hinz
Tommy Holl
Dr. Stephen Holley
Casey J Horton
Nick Hutson
James Huttenhower
Marina Jankovic
Dinesh Goburdhun and Bridget Jones
Patricia Kane and Kim Osgood
Mark Karambelas
Charles L. Katzenmeyer
Ann Kilkelly
Kristy Kirschner and Raymond Curry
Tamara Koury
Anna Kristen
Dylan Levy
Mike Liska
Paul Lisnek
James Lobianco
Chris Lonn
Lynn Macal
Patricia Martin and R. Bruce DeMent
Mal Blasingame
Cynthia Matthews and John Kenny
Carl May
Ann and Lynn McBurney-Soderlund
Andreas Melinat
Tim Micsko
Jack Milam
Stan Mims
Georgette Mitrovic
Herb Moore
Kevin Mork
Ann Morris and Vada Woods
Jacob Mueller
Travis Myers and Sam Allen
Meagan Newman
David Niemeyer
Larry Olson
Susan Onken and Katy Walsh
Fred Orelove and Irene Carney
Chad B Osborn
Bethany Pagels-Minor
Maria Palermo
Joan Parker
Marianne Parkhill
Joan Patrick
Kristin Patton
Michael Pauken
Jonathan Pearl
Hayden Penn
Anna Pettersson
Tom Pickett
Pamela Plotkin
Carmela Primavera
William Pry
Donald H. Ratner and Bruce Gober
Ryan Renfroe
Frankie Reynolds
William Rivas
Steve and Donna Robinson
Adam M Rossier
RyderWorks, LLC
Heather Schmucker and Lisa Freeman
Quenten Schumacher
Bob Schwartz
Robert Schwengel
Jeff B. Sedoff
F. Sheppard Shanley
Peggy Shinner and Ann Tyler
Norm Sloan
George Smart and Bruce Bell
Jeremy and Stephanie Smith
Cindy Sobel
Rick Stoneham
Andrew Szegedy-Maszak and Elizabeth Bobrick
Lauren Taslitz
Barbara and Randy Thomas
Mary Toropov
Joshua Turnbull - In Honor of Aaron Kacel
Ray Vas
Moises Villada
Gray Vogelmann
Alexia Ward
Ellen Wiggins and Kathleen Powers
James Wiltshire Jr.
Greg Woulf

$99 - $1
Anonymous (x162)
Ben and Susie Alexander
Brittany Alsot
Jason Anderson
Lauren Anderson
Al and Roseanne Andrews
Chris Antongiorgi
Abigail R Armato
Karan Bagga
Austin Baidas
Carmelo Barbaro and Alexander Boni-Saenz
Dawn Barcus
Matthew Barnes
Jennifer Barron Fishman
Brianna Benner
Steve Benner and Keith Worley
David Bentlin
Pam Blair
Nicole Blaje
Cristen Bolan
Jim Bonfield and Humberto Rodriguez
Christine Bowman
Sarah Goeden and Malachy Boyle
James Brott
Maupressa Brown
Brigid and Mike Browne
Robert Brunner
Tricia Bulaclac - In Memory of Ron Weaver
David G Byrne
Lauren Caisman
Cory Calmes
Philip Carabello - In Honor of My Mom
Sheila Carney
Kim and Joe Cartwright
Cornelio Casaclang
Julie Chiron
Daniel Coil
Elizabeth Collins
Vanessa Crowder
M. Pat Cummings
Katie Cunin
Lauren Czajkowski
Ava Dieden
Adelina and Greta Sandgren
Joseph Dombrowski
Dennis Donofrio
Thomas Drexler
Kelly Duke
Natalie and Patrick Dumstorf
Paul Eberhardt
Alan Eddington
Heather Egland
Xavier Esters
Brenikki Floyd
Patti Flynn
Dan Fontane
Kenneth Frank
Pat Freeman
Judy Friedman
Yvette Garcia
Niki Gee
Jared Geller and Drew Kirkbride
Marc and Joy Gerber
Norden Gilbert and Ben Thomas
Elana Goldenberg
Tanara Golston
Gabriel Gomez
David Graham
The Grebasch Family
Jeff Green
Pat Guizzetti
Alex Hernandez
Cynthia Hines
Melissa and Kenneth Hoffman
Lisa Honaman
Michael Horvich
Melissa Hubbert
Michael Hyatt
David M Isaacson
Nathan Jenks
Kenneth Jones and Robert Saqueton
Dave Jupp
Aaron Kaczmarek
Henson Keys
Elizabeth and Richard Kincanon
Kirby Epley
Stephen Klabish
Dr. Tom Klein

Monica Kowalski
Andrew Krugly
Panu Lansiri
Chad Larsen-Stauber
Michael Lemon
Harry and Susan Letzmann
Heidi Letzmann
Samuel Levine
Michael Caldie and Lily Walls
Joan Lipkin
Tonia Lorenz
Molly Malone
Dawn Mansfield
John Matthews
Kathleen McCain Engman
Ronald S McClure
Erica Meium
Paul Mennen and Jeff Kessler
Alyson Miller
Andrew Miller
Loretta Waslo
Kenneth and Christine Moe
Sammi and Byron Moe
Thomas Moss
Cathy Geldmacher Nathan
Helene Newberg
Courtney O’Connell
Felix Olivares and Luis Ortega
John Olson
Parker Olson
Nicole Oppenheim
Andrea Opperman
Karen Lee Osborne
Charlotte Ostrow
Michael A Oxman
Laura Perkins
David Pezen
Scott Plummer and Jim Snyder
Vincent Poggi
Wendy Pollack
Matthew Prescott
Nick Rabkin and Cynthia Weiss
Daniel Reinglass
Elizabeth Ress
John Risko
Peggy Roeder
Michelle Roman
Ellen Rupert
Imani Rupert-Gordon
Paul C. Sabelka
James Scalzitti
James Schiff
Anonymous
Chad Sexton
Jeffrey Shade
Andrew Shedden
Nilsa Shespesl Sweetser
Ariana Silvan-Grau
Emma Skorepa
Deborah Snyder
Casey Sproat
Ryan Stanfield
Leslie Starsonoe
William Stephan
Kerry Strahm
David Stuart
Christina Sullivan
Jennifer Thornton
Richard Tobiason
Becky Traisman
Jean-Pierre Vidrine
Dawn Walter
Wilbert O. Watkins
Biz Wells and Jessica Carson
Charles Whitmer and Jeff Bucher
Gregory Wiercinski
Matthew Wright and Christopher Duke
Linda Wurster
Haralambos Bobby Xydis
George Zahrobsky
Deanna Zalas and Michael Marrs
Cary A. Zartman

IN MEMORY OF RON WEAVER
Tricia Bulaclac
Cornelio Casaclang
Lauren Czajkowski
Elizabeth Kincanon
Tonia Lorenz
Molly Malone
Michael Pauken
Jennifer Thornton
Becky Trainsman
The Friends of Ron Weaver

About Face Theatre works diligently to keep our donor list accurate and up-to-date. Please bring any additions, corrections, or unintentional errors to the attention of Dylan Toropov at dylan@aboutfacetheatre.org.